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Abstract 

With the advances in computing resources, the processing of huge amount of data becomes possible. However, the human 

ability to identify patterns from such data has not scaled accordingly. Consequently, efficient computational approaches 

for condensing and simplifying data are becoming essential for uncovering actionable insights, especially the big social 

networks. Many large datasets analyzed today are represented with the help of graphs. In many real-world applications, 

summarizing large graphs is beneficial to achieve a number of advantages, including 1) significant speedup for graph 

algorithms, 2) graph storage space reduction, 3) faster network transmission, 4) improved data privacy, 5) more effective 

graph visualization, etc.  All these benefits can be obtained from the summarized graph, if it is summarized accurately. The 

quality of the summary graph is mostly measured using the Reconstruction Error (RE). In the existing literature, RE is a 

very challenging task. Most of the approaches investigated so far ending up with high value of RE. Hence, the summarized 

graph does not express the original graph completely due to the high value of the RE. Therefore, in this work we have 

examined how can we summarize a big graph structure into a compact summary by reducing its RE and ensuring its 

usefulness. For this task, we have proposed a novel graph summarization approach, called g-Sum, to calculate the graph 

structure summaries while minimizing RE and compare to the existing work in the domain. The functionality of the g-Sum 

is decomposed into three different, but interlinked phases; (1)- graph dataset pre-processing; (2)- graph partitioning; and 

(3)- graph summarization. We have performed an extensive series of experiments on different real-world social graph 

dataset, including Ego-Facebook, Enron Email and Web-Stanford graph datasets. The computed results show the 

effectiveness of the g-Sum and also compared with the state-of-the-art graph summarization approaches, S2L and GraSS. 

*Corresponding author. Email: saifi.ur.rehman@gmail.com  

1. Introduction

The present day world has witnessed a dramatic change in the 

access to the Internet and its usage. In the era of the connected 

world, our social and digital lives are confronted with the networks 

(or simple graphs) on a daily basis [1]. Graph-based representation 

of real world problem has been proved to be very beneficial in 

finding solutions to the problems [2-3]. Graphs are generated from 

almost every field of today’s life; internet browsing means 

traversing a big network of web pages that is interlinked via 

clickable (or sometimes hyper) links [4]; online social networks 

such as Facebook are based on massive networks, in which 

different people are connected through so-called friendship links (a 

graph of friends) [5-6]; using mobile accessing one webpage create 

a few dozen wired or wireless connections between devices in a 

matter of microseconds [7]. Therefore, networks can be found 

everywhere around us, and these influenced the system in which 

we disseminate, search, socialize, navigate and absorb the 

information.   

As technology advances, ability to collect and archive huge 

amount of generating data also improved. Daily activities like 

social media interaction, web browsing, product / service, 

purchasing, itineraries, and wellness sensors generate large 

amounts of data. The analysis of such data can immediately impact 

our lives. This abundance of generating data and its velocity call 
for data summarization which is one of the main data mining tasks. 

     Graph Summarization (GS) is the process of reducing the size 

of the original graph. Such that different operations (e.g. Querying, 

analysis of a summary, etc.) can be performed more efficiently. GS 

produces an approximate and precise version of original graph 

where communities are easily identified in a network. In addition, 

GS uncovers important / interesting information from the original 

graph as well. For example, Figure 1 (b) shows a summary graph 

of the original graph in Figure 1 (a). Obviously, it is much easier to 
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understand and analyse the graph in (b). For large graphs, the 

advantage is much more apparent. 

Figure 1. An example of graph summarization (a) 
original graph; (b) graph summarization 

The graph of real-world applications is very large and it is 

difficult to understand the information stored in a large 

graph by mere visual inspection. Therefore, effective 

methods of GS are required to help users to mine and 

understand the essential information. GS also speeds up the 

analysis by creating a lossy concise representation of the 

graph that is loaded into main memory. The graph 

summarization techniques should allow users to select the 

attributes and relationships of their interest, and then make 

use of the selected attributes with corresponding relationship 

to produce small and informative summaries. Moreover, the 

users should be able to easily control the resolution of the 

resultant summaries also [7]. The GS has different benefits 

[8]: 

(i) It helps to reduce the input/output operations and

allow the summary graph to easily load into

memory.

(ii) The summary of original graph can be understood,

analyzed, and queried more easily with existing

tools and algorithms.

(iii) The summary graph helps to visualize datasets that

are originally huge to load into memory.

(iv) Summarization also helps to remove noise and

discover patterns in the data [9][19-21].

A Social Network (SN) is a collection of entities (which 

may be individuals or organizations). SN is a platform that 

allows different users to share their information, data, 

resources, and views [1]. Email services, the transmission of 

the disease, and the criminal activities can be modelled by 

SN. Social Network Analysis (SNA) is the technique, used 

to map and measure the associations and flows between the 

individuals, groups, departments, workstations or other 

information processing object. SNA is a process of 

quantitative and qualitative analysis of a social network. 

SNA offers both a graphical and statistical analysis of 

human interactions. The data of social network is stored in 

the form of graphs which contains millions of billions of 

nodes and edges. The graphs of SN are very large, and it is 

very difficult to understand such graphs. So, there is a need 

of summarizing such graphs into a simple and concise one 

that can easily be understood. A key challenge with graph 

summarization approaches is the reconstruction error, which 

is very high (a high value of RE shows that the summary 

graph does not represent accurately the original graph). 

Therefore, to address this critical issue, we pose the 

following key question: How to convert an original single 

graph into a compact and summarized graph, without 

compromising its originality (characteristics) and 

information insight?  

      Therefore, in this paper, a new graph summarization 

algorithm, called the g-Sum, is proposed that works in three 

phases; (1) - graph pre-processing; (2) - graph partitioning 

using hierarchical agglomerative clustering approach; (3) - 

graph summarization. The nodes and edges within the 

partition are converted into super node and the edges 

between partitions are represented as super edge in the 

summary graph. The efficiency of the proposed work is 

assessed by reconstruction error which is the difference of 

adjacency matrix A on the original graph and the expected 

adjacency matrix of a summary graph As. Another parameter 

used to assess summaries is the accuracy in answer to 

queries about original graph computed from summaries. 

Furthermore, the proposed graph summarization approach is 

evaluated using different standard social networks, Ego-

Facebook network, Enron email and Web-Stanford network 

datasets. The experiments showed that the proposed 

approach achieves good results by minimizing the 

reconstruction error and obtained a summary graph that 

contains the same properties in the original graph. Finally, 

we evaluated the proposed graph summarization algorithm 

with the existing approaches, GraSS [13] and S2L [14]. 

1.1. Research Contributions: 

The contribution of this study may thus be summarized as 

follows: 

(i) Proposal of a new graph summarization approach,

called the g-Sum.

(ii) Investigation on the g-Sum algorithm to highlight

its core components, highlighting how to get a

summary of the big original graph.

(iii) Experimental evaluation of the g-Sum based on

different performance metrics

(iv) Performance comparison of the g-Sum with the

existing graph summarization approaches

(v) Analysis and evaluation of the discovered

summary graph as obtained from the real-world

social network datasets.

The remaining paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

highlights the preliminaries on graph theory and graph 

summarization. The related work on graph summarization 

approaches has been discussed in Section 3. We present our 

novel graph summarization algorithm in Section 4, where 

the fundamental principle of the approach is presented. In 

Section 5, we report the experimental results obtained from 

the simulations of the proposed approach on various graph 

networks. Finally, in Section 6, we draw conclusions with 

final thoughts for future work. 

Original Graph Summary Graph 
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2. Graph summarization preliminaries

In this section, we present the preliminaries required to 

facilitate discussion in the rest of the paper. We provide 

some of the basics of graph theory, graph summarization 

and its enablers.  

Definition 2.1 (Graph):  A graph is the collection of nodes 

and edges connecting with each other. A Graph is a pair of 

G(𝑉, 𝐸), where 𝑉 is the set of nodes and 𝐸 is the set of 

edges, formed by pairs of vertices. A sample graph is shown 

in Figure 2. 

Figure 2. A graph with nodes and vertices 

Definition 2.2 (Undirected Graph) : An undirected graph 

is a pair 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸),  where 𝑉 is a set of vertices (or nodes), 

and 𝐸 ⊆  (𝑉
2

) is a set of edges. In an undirected graph, each

edge is an unordered pair 𝑒 = {𝑢, 𝑣} (or equivalently𝑒 =
{𝑣, 𝑢}). By this definition, an undirected graph cannot have 

self-loops since {𝑣, 𝑢} = {𝑣}  ∉ (𝑉

2
).  In Figure 3, there are

4 vertices {v1, v2,……, v4} and  edges {e1,e2,…..,e4}. 

Figure 3. A simple graph with nodes and edges 

Definition 2.3 (Directed Graph) : A directed graph or 

(digraph) is a pair 𝐺 = (𝑉, 𝐸) where 𝑉 is a set of vertices (or 

nodes), and 𝐴 ⊆ 𝑉 × 𝑉 is a set of directed edges (or arcs). In 

a directed, each arc is an ordered pair 𝑒 = (𝑢, 𝑣). A directed 

graph can have self-loops (𝑢, 𝑣)[13]. Figure 4 shows a 

directed graph structure. 

Figure 4. A directed graph with 6 nodes and 9 edges 

Definition 2.4 (Adjacency Matrix) : Adjacency Matrix is 

an array of size 𝑉 × 𝑉 where 𝑉 is the number of vertices in a 

graph. Let the array be 𝑎𝑑𝑗[ ] [ ], a slot 𝑎𝑑𝑗[𝑖][𝑗] = 1 

indicates that there is an edge from vertex 𝑖 to vertex 𝑗. 

Adjacency matrix for undirected graph is always symmetric. 

Adjacency Matrix is also used to represent weighted graphs 

[30]. Figure 5 (b) shows the adjacency matrix of a given 

graph Figure 5 (a). 

(a) (b) 

Figure 5. Adjacency Matrix (a) of a graph in (b) 

Definition 2.5 (Summary Graph) : We can formally define 

summary graphs as follows: Given a graph G = (V,E), and a 

partition of 𝑉, Φ =  {G1, G2, . . . , G𝑘} (𝑈𝑖=1
𝐾  G𝑖 =

 𝑉 and ∀𝑖 ≠  𝑗 G𝑖 ∩  G𝑗 =  ∅), the summary graph based 

on Φ is 𝐺𝑠  =  (𝑉𝑠, 𝐸𝑠), where VS = Φ, and 𝐸𝑠  =
 {(G𝑖, G𝑗)|∃𝑢 ∈  G𝑖, 𝑣 ∈  G𝑗 , (𝑢, 𝑣)  ∈  𝐸}. 

(a) Original Graph 𝐺 (b) Summary Graph 𝐺𝑆

Figure 6. Summary graph 𝐺𝑆of Original Graph G 

In Figure 6 (b) the summary graph 𝐺𝑆 of an original graph G

is shown. In a summary graph, each node, called a 

subgraph, corresponds to one subgraph in the partition of 

the original node set, and each edge, called a subgraph 

relationship, represents the connections between two 

corresponding sets of nodes. A graph relationship between 

two subgraphs exists if and only if there exists at least one 

edge connecting some nodes in the two graphs [22]. 

Definition 2.6 (Reconstruction Error): Reconstruction 

error shows the accuracy of summary graph. The 

reconstruction error is computed by finding the difference of 

adjacency matrix A of original graph G(V, E) and adjacency 

matrix As of summary graph S(Vs, Es). The procedure to

compute the reconstruction error is given later on in Section 

4.
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Definition 2.7 (Query Error): When we query a summary 

graph, then it returns an answer. Query error represents how 

approximate the answer is to the query or how the answer is 

different when the same query is sent to the original graph 

structure. Later on, we have presented the measures used to 

compute the query error. 

3. Related Work

In this section, we have reviewed the different graph 

summarization approaches and algorithms proposed in the 

literature. We have highlighted their methodologies, the 

strengths and weaknesses of each graph summarization 

technique. 

The problem of graph summarization with content 

linked to the node is proposed in [18]. Based on the 

topological similarities and attribute similarities, authors 

have suggested an algorithm for graph summarization, 

named AGSummary. They used Minimal Description 

Length (MDL) principle to model the problem of GS into 

the code cost function. Furthermore, they adopted a 

neighbourhood greedy algorithm to find an optimal 

summary of the input graphs. To evaluate the performance 

of the AGSummary, it is compared with others existing GS 

algorithms. They used the well-known graph datasets 

including political books, political blogs and DBLP for 

experimentation. Different results showed that AGSummary 

outperformed the existing approaches. 

A new method for the summarization of SN is presented 

in [10]. Their approach used the graph pruning method 

which removes less important nodes and edges of SN graphs 

and the summary graph is produced after graph pruning that 

retains the original graph property. Their technique is based 

on the k-core graph and also reduced the complexity of large 

scale SN graph. The graph pruning method helps to prune a 

large number of nodes while leaving the core node intact 

with the remaining nodes in the graph structure. A scale-free 

distribution method is used in graph pruning which reduces 

the graph size in a very fast fashion such as edge deletion 

and node deletion iteratively to reach a certain size, 

contracting adjacent nodes and graph induction, etc. 

In another study a new framework proposed for graph 

summarization of given graph G which consist of two parts, 

graph summary S and set of correction C such that G(S, C). 

S is the summary graph in which node corresponds to a set 

of nodes and each edge represents a relation between pairs 

of edges [11]. The second part of their proposed work is a 

set of correction C which is edge correction that is helpful to 

reconstruct original graph G. As claimed in [11], most of the 

existing work on graph summarization supports lossless 

compressing. The authors proposed works are highly 

compact and also allow both lossy and lossless graph 

compression with the bonded error. In addition to this, they 

used the MDL principle to produce a coarse level summary 

of the given input graph G. They also proposed two 

parameters-less algorithms, first is the greedy algorithms 

and the second one is the randomized algorithm, which 

compressed the graph with a size small and high accuracy. 

Greedy algorithm produced a highly compressed graph by 

repeatedly picking the best pair of nodes in the entire graph. 

On the other hand, the randomized algorithm picks 

randomly selected nodes from the graph to produce a 

compressed graph and this algorithm is faster than the 

previous one.   

Another work for summarizing a large graph is 

suggested in [12], focusing on the compressing edge-

weighted graphs. Their approach suggested the merging of 

nodes with similar relationships to other objects (structurally 

equivalent nodes) in such a way that the compression is 

maximized and approximation error is minimized. When 

merging nodes to obtain a compressed graph, the algorithm 

either supports weights on the edge or the strengths of links 

to a certain number of hops. In particular, in the simplest 

version of the solution, each super-edge allocated the 

average weight from all the edges it represents. In summary, 

the best path between every two nodes are "approximately 

equally good" in original graphs and compressed graphs, but 

the path may be different. The definition of path “goodness” 

is application and data-dependent. 

A formal semantics for answering queries on summaries 

of graph structures was introduced in GraSS [13], which 

targets accurate query handling. Their summarization 

method supports important graph summarization queries 

such as adjacency, degree, and eigenvector centrality can be 

answered efficiently and in a closed form using these 

semantics. The summary graph of original graph is obtained 

by greedily merging the pair of nodes in such a way that 

reconstruction error is minimized, A is the original 

adjacency matrix of the graph and Ā is the real-valued 

approximate adjacency matrix, each entry of which 

intuitively represents the probability of the corresponding 

edge existing in the original graph given the summary. 

GraSS leverages MDL to automatically find the optimal 

number of super-nodes in the summary graph. 

Later studies showed that the GraSS [13] does not 

produce a quality summary. Therefore, a new method 

proposed in [14] that convert nodes and edges into super-

nodes and super edges with guarantee quality. The main 

target of [14] is to produce the graph summary by 

minimizing the reconstruction error. The main task is to 

produce supergraph which contains properties similar to the 

original graph so the no information in the summary graph 

is missed as in the original graph. The experimental results 

obtained clearly depict the supremacy of their work when 

compared to GraSS approach. Their approach uses 

sampling, sketching and approximate partitioning for 

generating the summary graph. The summary graph 

produced is helpful in query answering such as degree 

centrality and Betweenness etc. 

The edge grouping method is another graph 

summarization technique in which the edges in the original 

graph are converted into super edges. A graph de-

densification technique proposed in [15] to summarize a 

graph. Graph de-densification is an edge grouping method 
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that compresses multiple edges in the original graph into 

few super-edges in the summary graph. Their proposed 

approach follows the edge grouping that compresses 

neighbourhood in high degree nodes. In their work, they add 

a new node in a graph which is called a compressor node in 

which multiple edges are reduced to fewer edges by passing 

through the compressor node. 

4. g-Sum: A Proposed approach for Graph
Summarization

In this section, the proposed graph summarization approach, 

g-Sum, is discussed, highlighting its main phases. Moreover,

the mathematical foundations and a sample working

example to elaborate how the algorithm works has been

given in the subsequent subsections.  Different graph

notations used throughout the paper are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Different notations used in this paper 

      The functionality of the g-Sum has been decomposed 

into three different phases, as shown in Figure 7. 

Figure 7. Phases of the proposed graph 
summarization approach g-Sum

As shown in Figure 7, the proposed g-Sum approach takes 

graph dataset as an input. In the first phase, graph dataset is 

pre-processed. In preprocessing, g-Sum removes the 

ambiguities such as duplicate or less important node from 

dataset. After the preprocessing, g-Sum partition the graph, 

where the input graph is converted into the required number 

of partitions, say K-partitions, using hierarchal 

agglomerative clustering approach; and in the final phase g-

Sum produces the summary of the partition graph where 

each partition is converted super-nodes.  

The proposed algorithm for the g-Sum approach is given in 

Figure 8. 

Algorithm: Proposed Algorithm for Graph Summarization g-

Sum(𝑮𝑫,K, 𝑮𝑺)

Input: 𝑮𝑫:  Graph dataset, K:   Number of partitions (super-node)

Output:    𝑮𝒔   as a summary graph

1 Begin 

2     Graph pre-processing 

3     Generate V × V adjacency matrix of an input graph 

dataset 

4     i = count(Number of nodes in the dataset) 

5       foreach i ≥ K do 

6  bestPair← Max (adjacency matrix value) 

7  MergeNode ← (bestPair) 

8  foreach neighbour of bestPair do 

9  compute max distance 

10  MergeNode ← Max (distance) 

11  end for 

12       end for 

13 Convert each partition into super-node in summary 

graph, 𝑮𝒔

14 Nodes and edges within the partition are represented in a 

super-node. 

15 The edges between different partitions are represented as 

super edge in summary graph 

16 end 

Figure 8. g-Sum: A Proposed Algorithm for Graph
Summarization

Now, the algorithm is explained further with an example, 

following the algorithm explanations. 

Line No. 1 Graph Pre-processing: In g-Sum, first step is to 

pre-process the given graph dataset, in which graph dataset 

is clean up. Dataset cleaning is performed by removing the 

low degree nodes (a node with in-degree =1 or out-degree 

<=1) from the graph dataset. In addition to this, a graph 

structure has any associated features including node label, 

edge label, node in-degree and out-degree, weight on node 

and weight on the edges between nodes. During the pre-

processing phase, the important graph features are selected 

Notation Description 

𝐴 Adjacency Matrix of the original graph 
𝐴S Adjacency Matrix of the summary graph 
𝐺 A Graph or Original Graph 
GD Graph Dataset 
GS Graph Summarization/Summary Graph 
𝐾 Number of Super-node 
MDL Minimal Description Length 
RE Reconstruction Error 
SNs Social Networks 
SNA Social Network Analysis 

Graph Dataset 

Graph Structure 

Partitioning 

Graph Dataset Pre-

processing 

Graph Summarization 
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for using in the next phase of g-Sum approach. The g-Sum 

deals with the unweighted graph structures. 

Line No. 3 to 12 Graph Partition The main task in the g-

Sum is the graph partitioning. For graph partitioning, we 

have used the hierarchical agglomerative algorithm. In Line 

3, an adjacency matrix of the input graph is computed. As 

the g-Sum deals with an undirected and un-weighted graph 

structure, therefore values in the adjacency matrix contains 0 

or 1.  The value 0 represents that there is no edge between 

the two corresponding nodes and 1 presents that there is an 

edge between two nodes. Line 4 to 12, once the adjacency 

matrix is generated, the next step is the selection of largest 

value from adjacency table. Line 4 returns the total number 

of nodes in the graph. Next, on line 5 a loop is started which 

is executed upto i (count of nodes in the graph). Line 6-7, 

selection of the best pairs in the matrix, as there are only 0’s 

and 1’s in the matrix so the g-Sum uses greedy approach to 

pick randomly any 1’s from the adjacency matrix and merge 

their corresponding nodes. Line 8-11, after merging, the 

distance is computed (either 0 or 1) on the basis of the 

adjacency matrix for whose nodes affected after merging the 

pair of nodes and assign largest value to the corresponding 

merge node and affected node. These steps (Line 8-11) are 

executed for each neighbour in the best pair, selected on line 

6-7 in the algorithm. When it finishes, then the whole

process is repeated until the required number of partitions

(K) is obtained, line 4. All this process is further explained

with an example in this section.

Line 13-15 Graph Summarization: When the graph 

partitioning is completed, the next task is the summarization 

of the partitioned graph. In summary graph, the numbers of 

partitioned are converted into a super-node (super-node is a 

user provided value). The nodes in the partition and the 

number of edges within the partition are represented in 

super-node of a summary graph and edges between different 

partitions are represented as super-edge (super-node can 

contain one or more super-edges) in summary graph.  

Example:  The proposed algorithm is explained with the 

help of an example graph, as shown in Figure 9.  

Figure 9. A Simple Graph with 7 Nodes and 7 edges 

The adjacency matrix of the graph given in Figure 9 is 

shown below, 

Table 2. Adjacency Matrix for Graph given in Figure 10. 

To start merging, we have to select any two nodes from the 

adjacency matrix given in Table 2. Therefore, we have 

selected the largest value from the adjacency matrix and 

merge their corresponding nodes. In this example, 1 is taken 

as large value. Hence, we merged the node 1 and node 2. 

Table 3 shows the resulting adjacency matrix after first 

merge of the graph nodes is executed.  

Table 3. Adjacency Table after First Merge 

Next, compute the distance after merging the nodes (1, 

2) with the remaining nodes and select the maximum

distance.

𝐷((1,2), 3) = max(𝐷(1,3), 𝐷(2,3)) = max(0,1) = 1

𝐷((1,2), 4) = max(𝐷(1,4), 𝐷(2,4)) = max(0,0) = 0

𝐷((1,2), 5) = max(𝐷(1,5), 𝐷(2,5)) = max(1,0) = 1

𝐷((1,2), 6) = max(𝐷(1,6), 𝐷(2,6)) = max(0,1) = 1
Table 4 shows the results after second merging of the 

graph nodes. 
Table 4. Adjacency Table after Second Merge 

Again repeat the previous step and then merge those 

nodes whose value is maximum. Merge node 4 and 5 with 

maximum value 1. 

𝐷 ((4,5), ((1,2), 3)) = max(𝐷(4, ((1,2), 3), 𝐷(5, ((1,2), 3))) 

= max(0,1) = 1 
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𝐷(6, (4,5)) = max(𝐷(6,4), 𝐷(6,5)) = max(0,0) = 0 

Table 5. Adjacency Table after Third Merge 

Now stop merging the further nodes as the required 

numbers of partitions are obtained (in this example 3 

partitions). So the three partitions of given graph G is P1 

(1,2,3), P2 (4,5) and P3 (6) and now summarize the graph 

after partitioning. The partitioning of the input graph 

obtained after applying the hierarchical agglomerative 

clustering is shown in Figure 10. 

Figure 10. Partition of Input Graph 𝑮(𝑽, 𝑬) 

Finally, the summary graph of an input graph after applying 

summarization algorithm is shown in Figure 11. 

Figure 11. Summary Graph S(Vs, Es)

Construction of Summary Graph Adjacency Matrix: To 

compute the adjacency matrix of the summary graph, we 

have devised the different rules. These rules specify the 

values of the cells in the adjacency matrix.  

Rule 1:  If there are distinct nodes (𝑢, 𝑣) in the same super-

node 𝑉𝑖 then adjacency values 𝐴𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣)of summary graph is

calculated equation 1 [13], 

𝐴𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣) =
2𝐸𝑖

|𝑉𝑖|(|𝑉𝑖|−1)
      (1) 

Rule 2: If there are distinct nodes (𝑢, 𝑣) in different super-

nodes 𝑉𝑖 and 𝑉𝑗  then adjacency values 𝐴𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣) of summary

graph is calculated by equation 2 [13], 

𝐴𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣) =
𝐸𝑖𝑗

|𝑉𝑖| × |𝑉𝑗|
(2) 

Rule 3:  If there are two same node (𝑢 = 𝑣) in summary 

graph then the adjacency values 𝐴𝑠(𝑢, 𝑣) is calculated by

equation 3 [13], 

As(u, v) = 0     (3) 

We have followed these three rules to construct the 

adjacency matrix of the summarized graph. Table 6 shows 

the adjacency matrix of the summarized graph given in 

Figure 11. Further, the quality of the summarized graph 

structure and the answer to the user query accuracy has been 

discussed in details in the forthcoming section, Results and 

Analysis. 

Table 6. Adjacency Matrix of Summary Graph 

5. Results and analysis

In this section we discuss the experimental evaluation 

results with the following goals: (1) to characterize the 

structure of the graph summaries constructed by g-Sum 

algorithms; (2) to evaluate the quality of the graph 

summaries in terms of the reconstruction errors and the cut-

norm error and of their usefulness in answering queries; (3) 

to compare the performances of the g-Sum algorithms with 

those of GraSS [31 and S2L [14]. We first describe the 

evaluation metrics followed by the dataset description. Next, 

we presented a set of experiments to evaluate the 

performance of the proposed algorithm by comparing with 

already existing algorithms GraSS [13] and S2L [14]. 

5.1. Evaluation Metrics 
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The efficiency of the g-Sum algorithm is assessed by 

finding the Reconstruction Error (RE) of the summary 

graph. RE shows the accuracy of summary graph, which is 

computed by finding the difference of adjacency matrix 𝑨
of original graph 𝑮(𝑽, 𝑬) and adjacency matrix 𝑨𝒔 of

summary graph 𝑺(𝑽𝒔, 𝑬𝒔). The equation to compute the

reconstruction error is given in equation 4 [13]. 

RE(G|S) = (∑ ∑ |As(i, j) − A(i, j)||V|
j=1

|V|
i=1 )   (4) 

The RE score represents how summary graph is similar to 

the original graph and how the summary graph preserves the 

properties of an original graph. A small value of RE 

represents that summary graph represents the same 

characteristics as that of original graph. Moreover, RE score 

is zero if the summary graph contains the same properties as 

original graph.  

Another parameter used to assess summaries is the 

accuracy in answer to queries about original graph computed 

from summaries only. In the proposed work, we used two 

types of queries, includes degree and centrality. We compute 

error of degree and centrality query of the original graph by 

using summary graph. The degree value for queries 

computed using equation 5 [13-14].  

ds(v) = ∑ As(v, j)
|V|
j=1  (5) 

Similarly, the value of centrality measure is computed using 

equation 6 [16-17]. 

ps(v) =
ds(v)

2|E|
(6) 

5.2. Experimental Setup 

We performed a series of experiments to evaluate the 

performance of g-Sum. The proposed technique is 

implemented in Java, using Eclipse Juno as an IDE. All 

experiments were conducted on HP ProBook 4530 Core i5-

2430M CPU @ 2.40 GHz, 4Gb RAM) running Windows 7 

Home Premium 64-bit version. 

5.3. Datasets Description 

We expended significant time, effort, and resources to 

obtain high quality hand-labelled data. We were able to 

obtain ego-networks and ground-truth from two major social 

networking sites: Facebook, Enron-email data. The datasets 

used for experimentation are ego-Facebook network [16], 

web-Stanford network, and email-Enron network [17]. 

Ego-Facebook Network: In the case of Facebook, the 

average ego-network has around 190 nodes [16] [23] [27], 

while the largest network we encountered has 4,964 nodes. 

Email-Enron: It is a communication network that covers 

the email communication within a dataset. Nodes are email 

addresses, and edges denote interactions between emails. 

Text descriptions of this dataset are full email message text. 

The size of the vocabulary is 29523, and the average length 

of the text is 149. We filter 36,692 nodes and 1,83,831 edges 

from the original dataset [17] [28-29]. 

Web-Stanford Network: Nodes represent pages 

from Stanford University and edges represent hyperlinks 

between the pages. There are 2,81,903 nodes and 19,92,636 

edges in the dataset [24-26]. 

5.4. Experimental Results 

Summary Characterization: We studied the structure of 

the summaries created by our algorithms in terms of the 

distribution of the sizes of the super nodes, the distributions 

of the internal and cross densities, the (reconstruction or cut-

norm) error of the generated summaries, and the running 

time of our algorithms. Nevertheless, there are also large 

super nodes containing hundreds or thousands of vertices, 

which helps explain the relatively large standard deviation. 

As k grows, the standard deviation shrinks faster than the 

average size (n=k), suggesting that super node sizes become 

more uniform. 

Comparison with GraSS and S2L: We compared the 

runtime and the summary quality of the g-Sum approach 

with two well-known graph summarization approaches, 

Grass [13] and S2L [14]. The RE results obtained from the 

proposed g-Sum against S2L and GraSS are given in Table 

2. Tabular results shows the graph datasets used, number of

super node( 𝑲) and the S2L, GraSS, g-Sum approaches. We

used the different combination of the supernode on each

graph datasets.

In Table 7, the results displayed shows that the proposed 

graph summarization approach, g-Sum, outperformed on all 

the three graph datasets by minimizing the RE as compared 

to the well-known graph summarization approaches.  We 

compared our results with GraSS and S2L approaches. 

For example, using Ego-Facebook graph structure with 𝑲 = 

1500, g-Sum returned the summarized graph much similar 

to the original graph. Moreover, g-Sum reduced the RE by 

2.72 and 2.92 as compared to the S2L and GraSS 

approaches in comparison. Similarly, on the Enron graph 

dataset, the results were also very promising. In all the cases 

a number of super node the performance of the g-Sum was 

outclass in comparison to S2L and GraSS approaches. While 

using 𝑲 = 28000 supernode, the summary graph returned by 

the g-Sum was almost similar to the input graph structure of 

the Enron dataset. Finally, Table 7 also shows the results 

computed from the Web-Stanford graph dataset, which are 

also showing the good summarization accuracy of the g-

Sum approach. 
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Table 7. Reconstruction Error Comparison on ego-Facebook dataset of g-Sum with S2L and GraSS Approaches 

Graph 𝑲 S2L GraSS g-Sum RE-Reduced by g-Sum 

S2L GraSS 

Ego-Facebook 

1500 5.78 6.02 3.06 2.72 2.96

2000 3.74 3.86 2.91 0.83 0.95

2500 5.33 5.76 2.80 2.53 2.53

3000 2.27 2.54 1.23 1.04 1.31

3500 0.57 0.96 0.33 0.24 0.63

Enron 

8000 1.03 1.17 0.94 0.09 0.23

16000 0.95 1.02 0.59 0.36 0.43

20000 0.30 0.37 0.22 0.08 0.15

24000 0.18 0.23 0.15 0.03 0.08

28000 0.10 0.16 0.07 0.03 0.09

Web-Stanford 

Network

20000 1.27 1.42 1.03 0.24 0.39

25000 1.13 1.39 1.02 0.11 0.11

30000 0.95 1.04 0.89 0.06 0.06

35000 0.84 0.97 0.79 0.05 0.05

40000 0.78 0.92 0.71 0.07 0.07

Table 8. Computation of the Query Error Using the proposed g-Sum 
in Ego-Facebook Network Graph Dataset (K-represents Number of Super-Node) 

igure    

The results displayed in Table 8 shows a comparative 

study of the proposed g-Sum to the S2L approach on two 

graph datasets. Results are showing that on different 

number of super-node, g-Sum performed very well on the 

two graph datasets by returning most approximate 

answers to the different used provided queries. For 

example, in case of Ego-Facebook dataset (Super-Node = 

3500), g-Sum average degree value was computed as 0.17 

and average eigenvector centrality error was 0.507, while 

the S2L computed value for these two parameters was 

0.26 and 0.752 respectively. This case clearly depicts that 

the user-queries were answered more accurately by g-Sum 

in comparison to S2L. Similar performance was observed 

on different number of Super-Node on Enron email graph 

dataset as well. Therefore, the query answers are very 

close to the true values (answers to the queries), 

signifying the fact that the graph summaries obtained 

𝑲 

Average Degree Average eigenvector Centrality Error 

Graph g-Sum S2L g-Sum S2L 

Ego-Facebook 

2500 1.09 2.76 0.311 0.345 

3000 0.52 0.54 1.1 0.476 

3500 0.17 0.26 0.507 0.752 

Enron 

16000 0.40 0.56 0.55 0.87 

20000 0.25 0.27 0.34 0.49 

24000 0.17 0.32 0.24 0.78 

Web-Stanford 

25000 0.20 0.42 0.27 0.31 

30000 0.18 0.40 0.26 0.28 

35000 0.14 0.34 0.26 0.27 

g-Sum: A Graph Summarization Approach for a Single Large Social Network
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from the proposed g-Sum do preserve the essential 

structure of the original big graph.  

6. Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, an efficient graph summarization algorithm, 

called g-Sum, is proposed for summarizing the large 

graphs. The working of the proposed algorithm 

decomposed in three phases. The first phase is the pre-

processing of graph dataset, the second phase is the 

partitioning of the graph and the last phase of the 

algorithm is the summarization of the partitioned graph. 

The quality of the summary graph is assessed by 

reconstruction error.  

The proposed algorithm showed promising results by 

minimizing reconstruction error, as the proposed g-Sum 

outperform the two state-of-the-art graph summarization 

approaches on three different graphs represented datasets. 

In addition to this performance comparison, we have also 

shown the computation of the query error on the graph 

datasets, which also confirms the supremacy of the 

proposed g-Sum approach. In the future, we will employ 

this approach to the directed and labelled graph with 

weights. Furthermore, this approach can be easily 

extended to dynamic and time series graph structures 

well. 
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